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This Scambook Group Page started on March 13th, 2012, with initial reports beginning on January 31st, 2012

Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 141153 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 07/31/2012
Complaint #141153

I received a "loan" from them around may of this year for 200. I didn't think much of it. I mean
it's a lousy 200 so that 60 dollars every 2 weeks should have covered it. But now my account
is closed and I'm going for bankruptcy they want to summon me court papers for about 350
now. Never again would I go through money mutual etc. Once u do that all your info is put out
there and anyone can send you an out of the blue loan

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 188676 for $150.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 12/08/2012
Complaint #188676

i didn't apply a loan for this company and why they put on my account without my
authorazation and i didn't apply to this company i dont want them to take advantage to my
account i never sign anything from them they put to my account $150.00

Complaint Title: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Complaint 257629 for $390.00
Submitted by
Vicki
on 07/09/2013
Complaint #257629

I applied online with a company that just submitted my info and said I wasn't approved, but I
started getting all theses calls saying I was from different companies also I needed to call
them back if I changed my mind and didn't want the loan anymore. I called some back and
told them I didn't want the loan. Well Hydra still put money in my account although I never
signed anything or any verbal or electronic signature. I didn't even they did until a about 4
days later I thought my daughter finally paid me back some money she owed me. How can
they do this if I never sent anything back to them approving I still wanted the loan.

Complaint Title: Hydrafund III Complaint 113947 for $200.00
Submitted by
scammed888
on 05/14/2012
Complaint #113947

added $200 to my chking acct without my permission or any signed forms--no contact on to
how much interest pyments, when due, minimum pymnts or anything else--i never contacted
them--or asked for this sum to be added to my acct
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Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 255594 for $300.00
Submitted by
Buffy
on 07/02/2013
Complaint #255594

I also got a payday loan for another company and the next day hydra fund also deposited
money in my account without my permission. I have never been on there site or esigned
authorization. Now they are taking money out of my account.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 151937 for $200.00
Submitted by
Brandee
on 08/29/2012
Complaint #151937

I logged into my account this afternoon to discover a deposit from Hydra Fund in the amount
of $200.00. I have never heard of this company, nor did I approve of a loan from this
company. How do I get this removed?

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 162128 for $240.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 09/29/2012
Complaint #162128

I never applied for a loan from them and they took $ from my account! Had to close that one
and open a new account! I never gave them my account information! How can they get away
with this? So now I have a pending fraudulent case against them through my bank! I love
wells Fargo!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 215943 for $200.00
Submitted by
Anderson
on 03/02/2013
Complaint #215943

This company put $200.00 in my checking account and I never requested or signed for this. I
tried to email then but am unable to find a working email address. I have some phone
numbers I plan to try om Mon.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 144197 for $390.00
Submitted by
RAELENE
on 08/08/2012
Complaint #144197

received money in my account I never asked for called my bank not a happy camper- my
bank isnow charging me 30.00 to do the reversal & dispute. I never signed anything...NOW i
AM GOING TO BE DEBITED FOR SOMETHING i NEVER SIGNED FOR!!!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Complaint 121392 for $200.00
Submitted by
ryanne
on 06/04/2012
Complaint #121392

I applied for a pay day loan with Hydra Funds, didnt even know it at the time, i did not confirm
or sign any documents, than 200 was deposited into my account by some company i have
never heard of! i cant find a phone number! please someone help me find a phone number, i
did not authorize any loan!!!!!

Sample Comments from the Group Members
From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
Arzola
on 10/09/2012
Comment #38601

They sent me death threats, its an abomination. I closed my account then re opened a brand
new account, and got a different card. But they know where I live!! Horripilation I am!
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From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 190074 for $200.00
Submitted by
Lynda
on 12/12/2012
Comment #43784

they( hydra fund) should be put out of business - I will not EVER apply for a payday loan
online again - unless I use a specific company ( payday max) is terrific !!

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 163931 for $300.00
Submitted by
Nothappy03
on 10/19/2012
Comment #39609

As of today I am out of $620.00 to get rid of these folks. Hydra Fund III deposited $200.00
into my account without speaking or notifying me. My bank charged me $270.00 in overdraft
fees + $200.00 Hydra Fund III loan amount + $150 Hydra Fund III service/renewal/return
draft fees = $620.00 SCAM/ Headache. That's right for they deposited $200.00 but received
$350 that is a HELL of a business in ripping people off! The consumer, me, I was out of $620
total, will someone please put these rip-off's out of business!

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 149847 for $300.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2012
Comment #34405

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 147178 for $300.00
Submitted by
alexandra
on 06/08/2013
Comment #52694

This has also happened to me. They deposited money into my account in April of last year
and I did not catch it until June when they took out $210 in one day. I went to my bank and
they reversed the funds and blocked them from my account. I haven't heard anything until
this week when a lady called my work saying she was with the State and was going to take
me to court for nonpayment of a loan with Hydra Fund IV. When I asked for a fax number to
fax them the papers where it had been resolved the lady would not give a fax number and
kept ignoring my request for one and would only tell me to call back.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 145071 for $600.00
Submitted by
Lamont
on 08/10/2012
Comment #33120

I am a victim also and they have 418 complaints there is something that we can do about
this!! please let's help one another
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From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 176489 for $250.00
Submitted by
Nwarner73
on 02/07/2013
Comment #47125

Hydro Fund I did the same thing to me. I have never heard of them either. They deposited
$250.00 into my accout without my authorization. I to spoke with my bank and they reversed
the transaction, blocked them from making any further transactions, and thanked me for
bringing this issue of Hydra Fund to thier attention.
I to have a complaint on this site; however, it looks like these complaints about this company
go back to the beginning of 2012 and they are still getting away with this. Is anything ever
going to be done with them??

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
hcc1924
on 10/16/2012
Comment #39323

death threats?! thats pretty serious! I closed my acct as soon as I called and told them I didn't
approve the funds and was willing to send the entire thing back but they refused. I asked
them for an address, they said they were in New Zealand and didnt have a physical address.

From Report: Hydra Fund Complaint 149837 for $300.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2012
Comment #34407

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund II Complaint 95514 for $250.00
Submitted by
Cynthia
on 04/17/2012
Comment #23780

All I have is phone number but I can't find it. Will look again for it and get it to you . I was able
to get the number from my bank off the deposit information. When I talked to them they
refused to give me an address only a phone number or an fax number. They were not
pleasant to talk to or cooperative about things. Check with your bank and I will try and find
the information to get it to you, I have it written down somewhere.
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